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What is Active Release Techniques® (ART)? 

ART® is a patented, state of the art soft tissue system/movement based massage technique that treats 

problems with muscles, tendons, ligaments, fascia and nerves. Headaches, back pain, carpal tunnel 

syndrome, shin splints, shoulder pain, sciatica, plantar fasciitis, knee problems, and tennis elbow are just 

a few of the many conditions that can be resolved quickly and permanently with ART®. These conditions 

all have one important thing in common: they are often a result of overused muscles. 

 

How do overuse conditions occur? 

Over-used muscles (and other soft tissues) change in three important ways: 

    Acute conditions (pulls, tears, collisions, etc) 

    Accumulation of small tears (micro-trauma) 

    Not getting enough oxygen (hypoxia). 

 

ART® is a newer, truly unique soft tissue treatment system. It allows us to find not only what muscles are 

tight, but where exactly within the muscle is tight and affecting your biomechanics. It also helps us to 

find and break down adhesions, or scar tissue, that have built up between muscles and/or nerves. ART® 

can be very effective in treating conditions like tennis and golfer’s elbow, peripheral nerve entrapments 

such as carpal tunnel syndrome, rotator cuff injuries, and other soft-tissue and nerve-related conditions. 

It has become a very popular technique amongst athletes, especially in endurance sports like Ironman 

Triathlons. For more detailed information, visit the ART® website. http://www.activerelease.com/ 

 

It is the most advanced and specific form of treatment for most forms of soft tissue injuries. In fact, a full 

body certified Active Release provider must learn unique protocols for over 300 different muscles, 

ligaments, and tendons. Active Release Techniques® also holds the “miracle cure” for peripheral nerve 

entrapments by utilizing the Long Tract Nerve Entrapment Protocols®.  

 

In recent years, Active Release Techniques® has become the “Gold Standard” for soft tissue 

treatments and for that reason it has become the “treatment of choice” for world-class athletes from 

http://www.activerelease.com/


around the world. The success of the treatment speaks for itself. In the patent document, it states an 

“expert medical practitioner” who diagnosed soft tissue adhesions (scar tissue) in 447 of his patient 

found 418 of them (93.5%) had significant improvement from symptoms of numbness, tingling, 

burning, weakness, or restricted motion with in an average of 6.2 office visits. 

 

Active Release Techniques® is also an effective tool in treatment of soft tissue injuries suffered by 

non-athletes; many times yielding dramatic results within a short duration of treatment.  Sometimes 

complete resolution can be found in as little as 4-6 sessions. ART® works primarily to eliminate scar 

tissue build-up from within soft tissue structures. For example, with overuse injuries, although there is 

no single noticeable event that causes a muscles tear, small tears occur over the course of a long 

period of time. The body naturally heals these tears by using fibrous scar tissue. The problem with 

scar tissue is that when it is used by the body it is laid down in an unorganized, haphazard fashion, 

causing various adjacent structures to stick together. Active Release Techniques® has proven itself to 

be efficient at “unsticking” these muscles and releasing scar tissue. For this reason, many ART® 

providers can claim success rates upward to 90% in patients who have not found success from any 

other therapies, such as physical therapy, chiropractic, strength training, and stretching. All of these 

types of therapies are excellent in combination with Active Release Techniques®, but in some cases 

when used on their own only provided limited pain relief, here’s why. 

 

Consider a paint brush as an example.  A normal muscle and its fibers should be able to move 

independently of the other soft tissue structures surrounding it.  When paint is left on the brush 

overnight all of the fibers tend to stick together.  Soft tissue adhesions or fibrosis are essentially this, 

when muscle fibers stick to each other and other structures around it (other muscles, tendons, 

ligaments, nerves etc.).  Muscles cannot and will not function properly in this state and pain is one of 

the symptoms people may experience when enough build-up has accumulated.  Fact is stretching will 

never release the scar tissue, which is several times stronger than normal tissue. Stretching and other 

types of non-operative treatment become successful after the scar tissue is released with Active 

Release Techniques®. 

 

 


